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Drill@LIM 

Drill@LIM is a cloud solution that provides real-time information on the operation and geolocation of
the drilling machine.

Drill@LIM is aimed at managers in charge of the operation and equipment of a fleet of several
drilling machines. The data and information can be shared with any other stakeholder.

Drill@LIM concerns any drilling machine, whatever the type, model and manufacturer, on which a
PocketLIM data logger is installed.

When the machine starts up, the PocketLIM automatically powers on. To be able to access the Drill
@ LIM service, the driller logs in using a username and password. This identification process makes
it possible to know at all times who is the operator of the machine.

A GPS unit (metric precision) installed on the machine and connected to the PocketLIM geolocates
the drilling machine in real time. Thus all the machines in a fleet can easily be located on a map at
any time. This geolocation is only possible if the PocketLIM is powered on and under GSM
coverage.

Thanks to its CANBUS CAN OPEN protocol technology, the PocketLIM, in addition to the sensors
recording the drilling parameters as a function of the depth, can be easily connected to the main
parts of the drilling machine, which are the motor and the hammer, thus making it possible to deliver
remotely very important information on the operation of the drill, such as:
✓ Drill@LIM informs in real time the manager of a fleet of several drilling machines, of all incidents
    occurring by sending notifications by email. 
✓ Drill@LIM  warns of the number of hours of use of the engine, thus allowing good management of
    its maintenance for the planning of oil changes and overhauls.
✓ Drill@LIM allows the edition of daily and monthly reports automatically generated with per
    drill, information on its geolocation, engine and hammer operating times, fuel and oil consumption
    and possible shutdowns and breakdowns. The generation of these reports is notified by email.

Highlights :

✓ Global hardware and software instrumentation solution, PocketLIM data logger+ Drill @ LIM 
    cloud solution ;
✓ Hardware and cloud solution offered by a single supplier, LIM, which is independent of the drill rig
    manufacturers; 
✓ A single instrument manages all the sensors, whether for the drilling, the machine and the engine;
✓ Instrumentation after-sales service provided by LIM, the sole technical contact for all
    instrumented drilling machines regardless of their brands and models.
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